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Axions and ALPS
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Axions: also couple to          as    
ALPs: not necessarily

Gµ⌫
eGµ⌫Axions:          as         

ALPs:                independent

Can be very light! Mass protected by a shift symmetry
a ! a+ const. because Fµ⌫

eFµ⌫ is a total derivative
Motivations for light axions: 
• Strong CP problem 
• String theory

Can be DM either by thermal production (> eV) 
or misalignment production (< eV)
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ALP DM: field, not particle 
Useful analogy:

vs.

Light bosonic DM behaves collectively: 
think in terms of charges and currents,  

not Feynman diagrams



Strategies for ALP DM detection
Resonant cavity (ADMX)

LC circuit (Thomas/Cabrera/Sikivie)
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FIG. 1: Geometry of the experiment. The applied magnetic field ~B
ext

is colinear with the sample magnetization, ~M . The
e↵ective electric field in the crystal ~E⇤ is perpendicular to ~B

ext

. The SQUID pickup loop is arranged to measure the transverse
magnetization of the sample.

schemes have been shown to suppress broadening due to chemical shifts and increase T2 substantially [51]. T2 in
excess of 10 s or even 1000 s has been achieved in other materials, for example [51, 53, 54].

A material with a crystal structure with broken inversion symmetry at the site of the high-Z atoms is necessary
for generation of a large e↵ective electric field E⇤, which is proportional to the displacement of the heavy atom from
the centro-symmetric position in the unit cell [39]. In a ferroelectric, this displacement can be switched by an applied
voltage, however, given the oscillating nature of the ALP-induced signal, it may not be necessary to modulate this
displacement, in which case any polar crystal can be used. For ferroelectric PbTiO3, the e↵ective electric field is
E⇤ ⇡ 3 ⇥ 108 V/cm [41]. For other materials, where polarization is permanent, this may be higher by a factor of a
few. A detailed discussion of the requirements for the sample material is in the Supplemental Materials.

The measurement procedure is as follows. The sample is repolarized after every time interval T1. Then the
applied magnetic field is set to a fixed value, which must be controlled to a precision equal to the fractional width
of the resonance. The magnetic field value determines the ALP frequency to which the experiment is sensitive. The
transverse magnetization is measured as a function of time with fixed applied magnetic field. We call a measurement
at a given value of magnetic field “a shot.” The total integration time at any one magnetic field value, tshot, is set
by the requirement that an O(1) range of frequencies is scanned in 3 years. If T2 is longer than the ALP coherence

time ⌧a, then when searching at frequency ma
c2

~ the width of the frequency band is ⇡ 10�6 ma
c2

~ . If T2 is shorter

than ⌧a then the width of the frequency band is ⇠ ⇡
T
2

. Thus we take tshot =
108s

min(106,
mac2T

2

⇡~ )
. Using the magnetization

measurements taken over tshot the power in the relevant frequency band around 2µB
ext

~ is found. The applied magnetic
field is then changed to the next frequency bin and the procedure is repeated. The signal of an ALP would be excess
power in a range of magnetic fields (ALP frequencies). If multiple ALPs existed they would appear as multiple spikes
at di↵erent frequencies.

Note that at the lowest frequencies . T�1
2 the resonance is broadened significantly so that an O(1) range of

frequencies is covered in any given frequency bin. In this regime one may use any of the established techniques
searching for static nuclear EDMs but with short sampling times . ~

mac2
, then look for an oscillating signal in the

data.
This search for a time varying EDM is substantially di↵erent from searches for a static EDM using solid state

systems. In searching for a static EDM, it is necessary to separate the energy shift induced by the EDM from other
systematic e↵ects. This is accomplished by searching for energy shifts that modulate linearly with the applied electric
field in the sample. However, the modulation of the electric field can induce additional systematic shifts in the system
that occur at that modulation frequency, competing with the static EDM signal [49]. This is not the case for a time
varying EDM. The ALP induced EDM oscillates at a frequency set by fundamental physics and leads to observable
e↵ects in a system whose parameters are static. The time variation provides the handle necessary to separate this
signal from other systematic energy shifts and the signal can be detected without the need for additional handles such
as electric field reversals. This eliminates the systematic problems encountered by solid state static EDM searches
such as the dissipation e↵ects in the solid material associated with electric field reversals [49].
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Broadband + Resonant
Does axion DM detection require resonant enhancement?

Hints from precision magnetometry:

Fig. 6 plots Np, Ni, and Ci versus precession frequency
for tuned magnetometers and gradiometers. We generate
this plot by first assuming Ni = 4 and calculating Ñp using
Eq. (18); we choose Ni = 4 to yield reasonable values for Ñp

and to keep the stripline capacitance of the input coil neg-
ligible.5 If we cannot satisfy both the constraints on tuning
capacitance and Eq. (18) with Ni = 4, we try increasing Ni,
up to a maximum of 60 turns. If this still fails, we choose a
non-optimal value of Np to satisfy the constraints on the
tuning capacitance, which results in higher magnetic field
noise than predicted by Eq. (19). In fact, we find that the
optimal magnetic field noise, with Np = Ñp, can only be
achieved at frequencies between 30 kHz and 4 MHz. At
lower frequencies, we require Ni to be several hundred to
maintain Ci6 0.1 lF. At higher frequencies, Np decreases

below its optimal value to maintain Ci P 100 pF. The con-
straints on Ci, Ni, and Np set the maximum tuning frequen-
cies of 11 MHz and 27 MHz for the gradiometer and the
magnetometer, respectively.

Fig. 7 plots the magnetic field noise as a function of pre-
cession frequency for the constrained solution. The lowest
tuned magnetometer noise of 0.002 fT Hz!1/2 occurs at
x0/2p = 10 MHz and Np = 3, while the lowest tuned gradi-
ometer noise of 0.004 fT Hz!1/2 occurs at x0/2p = 10 MHz
and Np = 1. These detector noise values are substantially
below the noise limits set by the sample noise and therefore
cannot be exploited in practice. The higher inductance of
the gradiometer requires more feedback damping to
achieve the same bandwidth as the magnetometer; the
increased feedback damping introduces additional noise.
Surprisingly, the noise increases at frequencies above
10 MHz. This effect occurs because both the tuning capac-
itance and input coil turns have reached their constraints;
as x increases further, the circuit must be tuned by decreas-
ing Np. Since the current noise term in Eq. (14) goes as
N 2

i /N 2
p (recalling Mi = a2NiL), and Ni is held fixed by the

constraint, the noise increases with increasing frequency.

4. Faraday detection

In conventional Faraday detection of MRI signals, the
noise of the signal amplifier is negligible compared with
the Nyquist noise in the room-temperature coil. For sim-
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Fig. 6. Optimized parameters for SQUID tuned detection with a
magnetometer or gradiometer. (a) Optimal tuning capacitance versus
precession frequency. Note that at frequencies below 135 kHz and above
1.7 MHz, the tuning capacitance is limited by physical constraints. (b)
Optimal number of pickup coil turns versus precession frequency. Below
50 kHz, Np for a gradiometer is so large that it would be impractical to
balance. (c) Optimal number of input coil turns versus precession
frequency.

5 For a 5-lm wide input coil separated from the niobium SQUID washer
by a 400 nm SiO insulating film, Mück and Clarke [24] estimate a
capacitance per unit length of C0 " 0.6 nF/m. An N = 4 turn input coil
wound around a 200 lm square washer SQUID has a length of "4 mm
and a stripline capacitance of "3 pF, much less than the minimum tuning
capacitance of 100 pF.

Fig. 7. Calculated magnetic field noise of tuned and untuned SQUID
detectors and conventional Faraday detector compared to modeled
sample noise. All gradiometers are second-order. Two experimentally
measured values are also indicated. The curves are bold in frequency
regimes where the theoretical magnetic field noise level is likely to be
physically realizable. The noise is calculated for a 65 mm-diameter pickup
coil as described in Section 2, and can be scaled for different geometries by
changing the relevant parameters in Eqs. (10), (19), and (22).

188 W. Myers et al. / Journal of Magnetic Resonance 186 (2007) 182–192

resonant (“tuned”) circuit:  
thermal noise

[Myers et al 2007]

broadband (“untuned”)  
circuit: magnetometer noise

Requires superconducting pickup: zero-field detection
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Axion-like-particle (ALP) 
parameter space
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FIG. 1. Parameter space for axions (top) and axion-like particles (ALPs) (bottom). In the

bottom plot, the QCD axion models lie within an order of magnitude from the explicitly shown

“KSVZ” axion line (red band). Colored regions are: experimentally excluded regions (dark green),

constraints from astronomical observations (gray) or from astrophysical or cosmological arguments

(blue), and sensitivity of planned and suggested experiments (light green) (ADMX [14], ALPS-

II [15], IAXO [16–18], Dish antenna [19]). Shown in red are boundaries where ALPs can account for

all the dark matter produced either thermally in the big bang or non-thermally by the misalignment

mechanism.
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Figure 1: Summary of constraints and probes of axion cosmology.
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[D. Marsh, 1510.07633]

[Snowmass, 1311.0029]QCD axion: 
mass      coupling/

Enormous mass range:

Couples very weakly 
 to photons:



ALP DM: Properties today
Focus on mass range ma ⌧ 1eV

a(t) = a0 sin(mat) =

p
2⇢DM

ma
sin(mat)

Bosonic DM + macroscopic occupation # = classical field:



ALP DM: Properties today
Focus on mass range ma ⌧ 1eV

a(t) = a0 sin(mat) =

p
2⇢DM

ma
sin(mat)

Bosonic DM + macroscopic occupation # = classical field:

Spatially and temporally coherent on macroscopic scales:

� ⇠ 2⇡

mavDM
⇡ 100 km

10�8 eV

ma

⌧ ⇠ 2⇡

mav2DM

⇡ 0.4 s
10�8 eV

ma



ALP DM: Properties today
Focus on mass range ma ⌧ 1eV

a(t) = a0 sin(mat) =

p
2⇢DM

ma
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Bosonic DM + macroscopic occupation # = classical field:

In presence of background EM fields,  
induces oscillating response fields:
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ALP DM: Properties today
Focus on mass range ma ⌧ 1eV

a(t) = a0 sin(mat) =

p
2⇢DM

ma
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Bosonic DM + macroscopic occupation # = classical field:

In presence of background EM fields,  
induces oscillating response fields:

gradients suppressed by vDM ⇠ 10�3
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ADMX: resonant cavity detection

static B-field

• Measures coupling to 
• Measurement taken in external B field 
• Cavity b.c. fix mass range to cavity size 

Figure 2

Schematic of the microwave cavity search for dark matter axions. Axions resonantly convert to a
quasi-monochromatic microwave signal in a high-Q cavity in a strong magnetic field; the signal is
extracted from the cavity by an antenna, amplified, mixed down to the audio range, and the
power spectrum calculated by a FFT. Possible fine structure on top of the thermalized axion
spectrum would reveal important information about the formation of our galaxy.

Within experimental control are the magnetic field strength B0, and the volume of the

cavity V , as well as the mode-dependent form-factor C, and loaded quality factor of the

cavity Q
L

, i.e. the quality factor with power coupled out to the receiver. ⌘ is the fraction

of power coupled out by the antenna probe, generally adjusted to be at or near critical

coupling, ⌘ = 1/2. The resonant conversion condition is that the frequency of the cavity

must equal the mass of the axion, h⌫ = m
a

c2
⇥
1 + 1

2
O(�2)

⇤
, where � ⇡ 10�3 is the galactic

virial velocity. The signal is thus monochromatic to 10�6. The search is performed by

tuning the cavity in small overlapping steps (Figure 2).

The expected signal power is extraordinarily tiny, of order 10�22 W for the current

experiment. Actual detection of the axion is the consummate signal-processing problem,

governed by the Dicke radiometer equation (42)

S

N
=

PSIG

kTSYS

r
t

�⌫
, (19)

where S/N is the signal to noise ratio, and the total system noise temperature TSYS = T+T
N

is the sum of the physical temperature T and the intrinsic amplifier noise temperature T
N

,

with k the Boltzmann constant. The integration time is t, and the bandwidth of the axion

signal is �⌫, where it is assumed that the resolution of the spectral receiver is much better

than the width of the axion signal.

One especially important feature about the microwave cavity search for axions that

strongly di↵erentiates it from WIMP searches, is that it is a total energy detector, i.e. the

signal represents the instantaneous (mass + kinetic) energy of the axion. While the majority

8 Peter W. Graham, Igor G. Irastorza, Steven K. Lamoreaux, Axel Lindner, and Karl A. van Bibber
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[see G. Rybka’s talk for more details]

L � aE · hBi

width. The cavity is then retuned and the search is repeated until
the cavity tuning range is exhausted. A schematic of the axion
dark-matter experiment (ADMX) realization of this (9) is shown
in Fig. 2. The sensitivity of the technique is very good because
the exquisitely small axion-to-two photon coupling appears
only once in the process, at the axion-to-photon conversion
within the cavity. Other techniques, not relying on preexisting
axions, must in addition produce axions, which necessitates
another factor of the very small axion coupling. The main
challenge of the RF cavity technique is that the expected mi-
crowave signal is very small: around 10−22 W or less. Detecting
such feeble electromagnetic RF power levels requires liquid
helium temperatures to reduce the cavity blackbody photon
backgrounds and electronic noise.
Low-noise microwave amplification is a key technology of this

search. The recent phase of this experiment replaces transistor
amplifiers with dc superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID) microwave amplifiers. These devices, when cooled with
a dilution refrigerator, have noise temperatures near the quantum
limit: ∼50 mK of noise at signal frequencies near 1 GHz. The
averaging time to achieve a fixed signal-to-noise ratio scales as the
square of the noise power. Hence, reducing the noise from 2 K to
50 mK in replacing transistor amplifiers by SQUIDs yields a search
speed-up of more than 1,000, a very powerful improvement. In
practice, some of this improvement will be used to increase sen-
sitivity rather than simply speed up the search. Fig. 3 shows initial
ADMX results with SQUID amplifiers but not at dilution re-
frigerator temperatures (10). In more detail, Fig. 4 shows the
projected sensitivity of ADMX over the next 3 y. At present, this is
the only technique with sensitivity to realistic dark matter axion
masses and couplings. The first decade of allowed dark-matter
axions will be sensitively explored in the next few years by ADMX.
Technology is already developed to explore the following decade.
For axions in the mass range 10−(4–3) eV, an RF cavity search would
need new developments in suitable RF structures and terahertz
receivers.

Example Search: Shining Light Through Walls and Other
Laser Techniques
Axions are pseudoscalar particles. An electric field crossed with
a magnetic field is likewise pseudoscalar. Hence, photons of an
appropriate polarization traveling through a transverse magnetic
field can convert into axions. These axions may then leave the
beam, thereby depleting one polarization component, or they

may reconvert into photons in a magnetic field. Should axions
reconvert into photons within the original magnet, the process
introduces a birefringence to the vacuum. Alternatively, in the
“shining light through walls” technique, polarized laser light is
directed down the bore of a transverse dipole magnet, and the
light is then blocked by an opaque wall. Some of the photons
convert into axions, and these axions pass through the wall and
reconvert to photons in a second dipole magnet, producing a light
pulse. The photon-axion-photon conversion rate is very small,
because the couplings are so tiny, and the entire photon-axion-
photon process has the product of two such tiny couplings. These
experiments are unlikely to be sensitive to PQ-type dark-matter
axions and are less sensitive than the SN1987a bound.
More recently, experiments are under construction that increase

the conversion rate by placing a pair of locked Fabry-Perot optical
resonators on either side of the opaque wall. The conversion rate is
enhanced by approximately the product of the cavity finesses, with
the sensitivity improving as the square root of this product. A fi-
nesse of 104 is routine, and 106 is possible. A large experiment
based on optical cavities is GammeV Resonantly Enhanced Pho-
ton Regeneration (REAPR), proposed for US funding (11). A
second large experiment, Any Light Particle Search II (ALPS II),
has started construction at Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron
(DESY). These experiments will likely have improved sensitivity
but are unlikely to reach sensitivity to PQ dark-matter axions (12).
As mentioned, photons in light entering a transverse magnetic

field may convert into axions, depleting photons depleting polar-
ization transverse to the magnetic field direction, thereby inducing
vacuum dichroism. These axions may then reconvert into photons
within the same magnet. This special direction of polarization for
the conversion and reconversion alters the propagation velocity of
one beam polarization, thereby introducing vacuum birefringence.
Both effects lead to conversion of linearly polarized into elliptical
polarization, and this may be detected by sensitive optical ellips-
ometers. This method was briefly in the spotlight in 2005 when the
Polarizzazione del Vuoto con Laser (PVLAS) experiment reported
detecting vacuum dichroism that could be interpreted as the effect
of an axion, but was later retracted.

Example Search: CERN Solar Axion Telescope and Other
Astrophysical Axions
Axion emission can affect the evolution of or energy transport out
of astrophysical objects. These astrophysical bounds, especially the
neutrino signal from SN1987a and the luminosity function of

Fig. 3. Recent results from ADMX SQUID operation without a dilution re-
frigerator. The ADMX experiment is sensitive to plausible axion couplings in
the dark-matter axion window.

Fig. 4. Sensitivity reach of ADMX over the next several years. This experi-
ment will have the sensitivity to detect the dark-matter QCD axion or reject
the hypothesis at high confidence.
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ADMX: resonant cavity detection

static B-field

• Measures coupling to 
• Measurement taken in external B field 
• Cavity b.c. fix mass range to cavity size 

Figure 2

Schematic of the microwave cavity search for dark matter axions. Axions resonantly convert to a
quasi-monochromatic microwave signal in a high-Q cavity in a strong magnetic field; the signal is
extracted from the cavity by an antenna, amplified, mixed down to the audio range, and the
power spectrum calculated by a FFT. Possible fine structure on top of the thermalized axion
spectrum would reveal important information about the formation of our galaxy.

Within experimental control are the magnetic field strength B0, and the volume of the

cavity V , as well as the mode-dependent form-factor C, and loaded quality factor of the

cavity Q
L

, i.e. the quality factor with power coupled out to the receiver. ⌘ is the fraction

of power coupled out by the antenna probe, generally adjusted to be at or near critical
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virial velocity. The signal is thus monochromatic to 10�6. The search is performed by

tuning the cavity in small overlapping steps (Figure 2).

The expected signal power is extraordinarily tiny, of order 10�22 W for the current
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governed by the Dicke radiometer equation (42)
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where S/N is the signal to noise ratio, and the total system noise temperature TSYS = T+T
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,

with k the Boltzmann constant. The integration time is t, and the bandwidth of the axion

signal is �⌫, where it is assumed that the resolution of the spectral receiver is much better

than the width of the axion signal.

One especially important feature about the microwave cavity search for axions that

strongly di↵erentiates it from WIMP searches, is that it is a total energy detector, i.e. the

signal represents the instantaneous (mass + kinetic) energy of the axion. While the majority
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width. The cavity is then retuned and the search is repeated until
the cavity tuning range is exhausted. A schematic of the axion
dark-matter experiment (ADMX) realization of this (9) is shown
in Fig. 2. The sensitivity of the technique is very good because
the exquisitely small axion-to-two photon coupling appears
only once in the process, at the axion-to-photon conversion
within the cavity. Other techniques, not relying on preexisting
axions, must in addition produce axions, which necessitates
another factor of the very small axion coupling. The main
challenge of the RF cavity technique is that the expected mi-
crowave signal is very small: around 10−22 W or less. Detecting
such feeble electromagnetic RF power levels requires liquid
helium temperatures to reduce the cavity blackbody photon
backgrounds and electronic noise.
Low-noise microwave amplification is a key technology of this

search. The recent phase of this experiment replaces transistor
amplifiers with dc superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID) microwave amplifiers. These devices, when cooled with
a dilution refrigerator, have noise temperatures near the quantum
limit: ∼50 mK of noise at signal frequencies near 1 GHz. The
averaging time to achieve a fixed signal-to-noise ratio scales as the
square of the noise power. Hence, reducing the noise from 2 K to
50 mK in replacing transistor amplifiers by SQUIDs yields a search
speed-up of more than 1,000, a very powerful improvement. In
practice, some of this improvement will be used to increase sen-
sitivity rather than simply speed up the search. Fig. 3 shows initial
ADMX results with SQUID amplifiers but not at dilution re-
frigerator temperatures (10). In more detail, Fig. 4 shows the
projected sensitivity of ADMX over the next 3 y. At present, this is
the only technique with sensitivity to realistic dark matter axion
masses and couplings. The first decade of allowed dark-matter
axions will be sensitively explored in the next few years by ADMX.
Technology is already developed to explore the following decade.
For axions in the mass range 10−(4–3) eV, an RF cavity search would
need new developments in suitable RF structures and terahertz
receivers.

Example Search: Shining Light Through Walls and Other
Laser Techniques
Axions are pseudoscalar particles. An electric field crossed with
a magnetic field is likewise pseudoscalar. Hence, photons of an
appropriate polarization traveling through a transverse magnetic
field can convert into axions. These axions may then leave the
beam, thereby depleting one polarization component, or they

may reconvert into photons in a magnetic field. Should axions
reconvert into photons within the original magnet, the process
introduces a birefringence to the vacuum. Alternatively, in the
“shining light through walls” technique, polarized laser light is
directed down the bore of a transverse dipole magnet, and the
light is then blocked by an opaque wall. Some of the photons
convert into axions, and these axions pass through the wall and
reconvert to photons in a second dipole magnet, producing a light
pulse. The photon-axion-photon conversion rate is very small,
because the couplings are so tiny, and the entire photon-axion-
photon process has the product of two such tiny couplings. These
experiments are unlikely to be sensitive to PQ-type dark-matter
axions and are less sensitive than the SN1987a bound.
More recently, experiments are under construction that increase

the conversion rate by placing a pair of locked Fabry-Perot optical
resonators on either side of the opaque wall. The conversion rate is
enhanced by approximately the product of the cavity finesses, with
the sensitivity improving as the square root of this product. A fi-
nesse of 104 is routine, and 106 is possible. A large experiment
based on optical cavities is GammeV Resonantly Enhanced Pho-
ton Regeneration (REAPR), proposed for US funding (11). A
second large experiment, Any Light Particle Search II (ALPS II),
has started construction at Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron
(DESY). These experiments will likely have improved sensitivity
but are unlikely to reach sensitivity to PQ dark-matter axions (12).
As mentioned, photons in light entering a transverse magnetic

field may convert into axions, depleting photons depleting polar-
ization transverse to the magnetic field direction, thereby inducing
vacuum dichroism. These axions may then reconvert into photons
within the same magnet. This special direction of polarization for
the conversion and reconversion alters the propagation velocity of
one beam polarization, thereby introducing vacuum birefringence.
Both effects lead to conversion of linearly polarized into elliptical
polarization, and this may be detected by sensitive optical ellips-
ometers. This method was briefly in the spotlight in 2005 when the
Polarizzazione del Vuoto con Laser (PVLAS) experiment reported
detecting vacuum dichroism that could be interpreted as the effect
of an axion, but was later retracted.

Example Search: CERN Solar Axion Telescope and Other
Astrophysical Axions
Axion emission can affect the evolution of or energy transport out
of astrophysical objects. These astrophysical bounds, especially the
neutrino signal from SN1987a and the luminosity function of

Fig. 3. Recent results from ADMX SQUID operation without a dilution re-
frigerator. The ADMX experiment is sensitive to plausible axion couplings in
the dark-matter axion window.

Fig. 4. Sensitivity reach of ADMX over the next several years. This experi-
ment will have the sensitivity to detect the dark-matter QCD axion or reject
the hypothesis at high confidence.
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CASPEr: NMR detection

• Measures coupling to             through nucleon spin 
• Measurement taken in external B (and E) field 
• Sensitivity to much lower masses! Win by volume

Gµ⌫
eGµ⌫

dn = gd

p
2⇢DM

ma
cos(mat)L � � i

2
gdaN�µ⌫�5NFµ⌫

M(t) ⇡ npµE⇤✏Sdn
sin [(2µB

ext

�ma)t]

2µB
ext

�ma
sin(2µB

ext

t)

resonance

[Budker et al., 1306.6089]
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ADMX QCD Axion
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FIG. 2: Estimated constraints in the ALP parameter space in the EDM coupling gd (where the nucleon EDM is dn = gda and
a is the local value of the ALP field) vs. the ALP mass [17]. The green region is excluded by the constraints on excess cooling
of supernova 1987A [17]. The blue region is excluded by existing, static nuclear EDM searches [17]. The QCD axion is in the
purple region, whose width shows the theoretical uncertainty [17]. The solid red and orange regions show sensitivity estimates
for our phase 1 and 2 proposals, set by magnetometer noise. The red dashed line shows the limit from magnetization noise of
the sample for phase 2. The ADMX region shows what region of the QCD axion has been covered (darker blue) [34] or will
be covered (lighter blue) [59, 60]. Phase 1 is a modification of current solid state static EDM techniques that is optimized to
search for a time varying signal and can immediately begin probing the allowed region of ALP dark matter. To calculate limits
from previous (static) EDM searches as well as our sensitivity curves, we assume the ALP is all of the dark matter.

III. SENSITIVITY

The experimental sensitivity is likely to be limited by the magnetometer, rather than by the backgrounds discussed
below. We assume a SQUID magnetometer with sensitivity 10�16 Tp

Hz
as calculated from [38] for a ⇠ 10 cm diameter

sample and pickup loop (see Supplemental Materials). The sensitivity could be improved with better SQUIDs, a
larger sample/pickup loop (see Supplemental Materials), or other types of magnetometers. For example, atomic
SERF magnetometers could potentially improve this by another order of magnitude [56, 57].

Figure 2 shows the ALP parameter space of the EDM coupling gd versus ALP mass. This coupling is defined such
that the oscillating nucleon EDM is dn = gda where a is the local value of the classical ALP field (see [17] for a
detailed formula). This is di↵erent from the usual ALP-photon coupling parameter. The purple region of Fig. 2 shows
where the QCD axion lies in this parameter space. The dark purple is where the QCD axion may be the dark matter.
This parameter space is described in detail in [17].

The solid (orange and red) regions in Fig. 2 show estimates for the sensitivities for two phases of our proposed
experiments. Phase 1 (upper, orange region) is a more conservative version relying on demonstrated technology.
Phase 2 (lower, red region) relies on technological improvements which have been demonstrated individually but have
not been combined in a single experiment. Thus the phase 2 proposal may be taken as an estimate of one way to
achieve the sensitivity necessary to see the QCD axion with this technique. Since this is a resonant experiment and
the frequency must be scanned, realistically it would likely take several experiments to cover either region.

The dashed (red) line in Fig. 2 shows the ultimate limit on the sensitivity of the phase 2 experiment from sample

{
dn ⇡ 2.4⇥ 10�16 a

fa
e · cm for QCD

3

SQUID

pickup

loop

~Bext

~M

~E⇤

FIG. 1: Geometry of the experiment. The applied magnetic field ~B
ext

is colinear with the sample magnetization, ~M . The
e↵ective electric field in the crystal ~E⇤ is perpendicular to ~B

ext

. The SQUID pickup loop is arranged to measure the transverse
magnetization of the sample.

schemes have been shown to suppress broadening due to chemical shifts and increase T2 substantially [51]. T2 in
excess of 10 s or even 1000 s has been achieved in other materials, for example [51, 53, 54].

A material with a crystal structure with broken inversion symmetry at the site of the high-Z atoms is necessary
for generation of a large e↵ective electric field E⇤, which is proportional to the displacement of the heavy atom from
the centro-symmetric position in the unit cell [39]. In a ferroelectric, this displacement can be switched by an applied
voltage, however, given the oscillating nature of the ALP-induced signal, it may not be necessary to modulate this
displacement, in which case any polar crystal can be used. For ferroelectric PbTiO3, the e↵ective electric field is
E⇤ ⇡ 3 ⇥ 108 V/cm [41]. For other materials, where polarization is permanent, this may be higher by a factor of a
few. A detailed discussion of the requirements for the sample material is in the Supplemental Materials.

The measurement procedure is as follows. The sample is repolarized after every time interval T1. Then the
applied magnetic field is set to a fixed value, which must be controlled to a precision equal to the fractional width
of the resonance. The magnetic field value determines the ALP frequency to which the experiment is sensitive. The
transverse magnetization is measured as a function of time with fixed applied magnetic field. We call a measurement
at a given value of magnetic field “a shot.” The total integration time at any one magnetic field value, tshot, is set
by the requirement that an O(1) range of frequencies is scanned in 3 years. If T2 is longer than the ALP coherence

time ⌧a, then when searching at frequency ma
c2

~ the width of the frequency band is ⇡ 10�6 ma
c2

~ . If T2 is shorter

than ⌧a then the width of the frequency band is ⇠ ⇡
T
2

. Thus we take tshot =
108s

min(106,
mac2T

2

⇡~ )
. Using the magnetization

measurements taken over tshot the power in the relevant frequency band around 2µB
ext

~ is found. The applied magnetic
field is then changed to the next frequency bin and the procedure is repeated. The signal of an ALP would be excess
power in a range of magnetic fields (ALP frequencies). If multiple ALPs existed they would appear as multiple spikes
at di↵erent frequencies.

Note that at the lowest frequencies . T�1
2 the resonance is broadened significantly so that an O(1) range of

frequencies is covered in any given frequency bin. In this regime one may use any of the established techniques
searching for static nuclear EDMs but with short sampling times . ~

mac2
, then look for an oscillating signal in the

data.
This search for a time varying EDM is substantially di↵erent from searches for a static EDM using solid state

systems. In searching for a static EDM, it is necessary to separate the energy shift induced by the EDM from other
systematic e↵ects. This is accomplished by searching for energy shifts that modulate linearly with the applied electric
field in the sample. However, the modulation of the electric field can induce additional systematic shifts in the system
that occur at that modulation frequency, competing with the static EDM signal [49]. This is not the case for a time
varying EDM. The ALP induced EDM oscillates at a frequency set by fundamental physics and leads to observable
e↵ects in a system whose parameters are static. The time variation provides the handle necessary to separate this
signal from other systematic energy shifts and the signal can be detected without the need for additional handles such
as electric field reversals. This eliminates the systematic problems encountered by solid state static EDM searches
such as the dissipation e↵ects in the solid material associated with electric field reversals [49].
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Axion-sourced current
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Current follows lines of B, oscillates at axion mass
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Axion-sourced current

=) Je↵ = ga��
p

2⇢DM cos(mat)B0

Current follows lines of B, oscillates at axion mass

How to detect an oscillating current? 

• Radiated power (at infinity)  

• Time-varying flux (locally)
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Axion-sourced current

=) Je↵ = ga��
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Current follows lines of B, oscillates at axion mass

How to detect an oscillating current? 

• Radiated power (at infinity)  

• Time-varying flux (locally)
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LC pickupDark Matter Axion Detection – Large fa/N :

L                       C
ω0

2 = 1 / LC 

B j(ω) B(ω)

• Resonant LC Circuit

γ = R/L = ω0/Q

On Resonance

External B-field

Axion effective current
Axion-induced 

B-field

• Measures coupling to            (like ADMX)  
• Measurement taken in external B-field 
• Same volume enhancement, sensitivity to small 

Fµ⌫
eFµ⌫

I

I =
Q

L
VBga��

p
2⇢DMB0

ma

[S. Thomas and B. Cabrera; P. Sikivie et al, 1310.8545]



Summary: existing proposals

Goal: cover low masses, keep volume enhancement, 
but detection in zero external field region

• Resonant conversion: mass pinned to size of cavity 
• Require some kind of tuning to attain resonance  
• Signal detection in external fields
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Summary: existing proposals

Goal: cover low masses, keep volume enhancement, 
but detection in zero external field region

• Resonant conversion: mass pinned to size of cavity 
• Require some kind of tuning to attain resonance  
• Signal detection in external fields

“A Broadband/Resonant Approach to Cosmic Axion Detection 
with an Amplifying B-field Ring Apparatus”

ABRACADABRA!
(J. Thaler)
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Toy example: solenoid

Je↵

Je↵ = ga��
p
2⇢DM cos(mat)B0

In the presence of axion DM:
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Je↵

Current-carrying wire

Bsignal

Can detect axion-induced flux outside field region!



Toroid: no axion

Magnetic field confined to toroid: 
no flux through center

Bend solenoid around into a toroid to reduce fringe fields 

B
0

= B
max

R

s

R
s

superconducting 
wires



Toroid with axion: 
current-carrying loop

Signal: time-varying flux through center
Key point: measure signal in zero-static-field region!

Je↵(t)

�(t) toroidal geometry: 
flux adds coherently 

in center



a

h

R

B0

r

Signal flux

Effective toroid  
volume

Couple this flux into SQUID magnetometer through either 
broadband or resonant readout circuit

�

pickup

(t) = ga�� Bmax

p
2⇢

DM

cos(mat)VB

pickup loop

B
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Self-screening?

solenoid toroid

Borrow analysis of cryogenic current comparators

9.3 Cryogenic Current Comparator (CCC)

Picovoltmeters have also been fabricated using cuprate high-temperature super-
conductor (HTS) SQUIDs. Miklich et al. fabricated a YBCO SQUID with a YBCO
input coil which demonstrated a 2.3 pV/Hz1/2 sensitivity for signals at 1 Hz [16].
Eriksson et al. were able to demonstrate a possible application of an HTS SQUID
picovoltmeter as a means of testing for transients on high-voltage power supply
transmission lines, with a speed of response which was superior to conventional
methods [17].
The early work on the CCC described in the next section was aimed at Joseph-

son voltage measurements, using cryogenic resistors to scale the voltage to higher
levels [18, 19]. In the 1970s, the primary voltage standards were indeed based on
single overdamped Josephson junctions which generated a voltage of only a few
millivolts (typically working on high-order steps, n > 500 at frequency f » 10 GHz).
By means of this cryogenic voltage comparator, it was possible to calibrate second-
ary standards such as the well-known 1.018-V saturated Weston cells (still in use
nowadays) with an uncertainty of 10 nV, 10 times lower than the uncertainty
obtained with the method employing voltage dividers.

9.3
Cryogenic Current Comparator (CCC)

9.3.1
Principle of the CCC

The CCC was invented by Harvey in 1972 [20]. The principle rests on Amp!re’s
law and perfect diamagnetism of the superconductor in the Meissner state. Con-
sider two wires inserted into a superconducting tube of wall thickness several
times larger than the London penetration depth (Figure 9.3). Currents I1 and I2
circulating through these wires will induce a supercurrent I flowing up the inner
surface of the tube and back down the outer surface in such a way that a null mag-
netic flux density is maintained inside the tube. By applying Amp!re’s law to a
contour in the bulk, labelled a in Figure 9.3, we find that

I

a
Bdl ¼ 0 ¼ l0 I1 þ I2 # Ið Þ (9:2)

101

Fig. 9.3 Principle of a CCC.

Meissner return current 
actually generates signal!



Some rough numbers

Assuming axion is all of DM, only free parameter is 
as a function of 

GUT-scale KSVZ axion: |ga�� | = 2.2⇥ 10�19 GeV�1

R = r = a = h/3= 4 m:
Average axion-induced B-field for Bmax = 5 T:

For 1 year of measurement, can achieve signal-to-noise of 1 
with                                           a

ga�� ma

achievable by coupling to commercial SQUIDS!

VB = 100 m3

Bavg = 2.5⇥ 10�23 T

S1/2
� = 1.2⇥ 10�19 Wb/

p
Hz
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Broadband: readout circuit

Lp
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L

M

pickup loop

input coil

SQUID

pure superconducting = zero thermal noise (at low freq.)

Broadband: response is frequency-independent!
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(DC) SQUID basics
Cartoon picture: extremely sensitive flux-to-voltage amplifier

change in flux induces  
current across junction 
(DC Josephson effect)

measure extremely small fractions 
of       by fitting sine curve�0

DC bias current

�0 =
h

2e
= 2.1⇥ 10�15 Wb = 2.1⇥ 10�15 T ·m2



Broadband: SQUID noise
Typical SQUID noise (thermal voltage and current fluctuations):

Ultimate limit is shot noise:

S1/2
� = LS1/2

J,0 =

r
11

8
hL/

p
Hz dominates below ~ 60 mK

For L ~ 1 nH, only ~ 0.5 x typical noise, 
not much improvement possible

S1/2
�,0 ⇠ 10�6�0/

p
Hz

ASQUID ⇠ (30µm)2

=) field sensitivity of 
               at SQUID 2 pT/

p
Hz



Broadband: S/N and sensitivity

S/N ⇠ |�SQUID| (t⌧)1/4/S1/2
�,0

=) sensitivity to 

Scale up dimensions to 4m, can probe GUT-scale axions! 

R = r = a = h/3: 
tall toroid increases B-field energy

improves at low masses 
from coherence time

t � ⌧

S/N = 1

If         , S/N improves like 
Our regime is          :

t < ⌧
p
t (random walk)

ga�� > 6.3⇥ 10�18 GeV�1

✓
ma

10�12 eV

1 year

t

◆
1/4

5 T

B
max

⇥
✓
0.85 m

R

◆
5/2

s
0.3 GeV/cm3

⇢
DM

S1/2
�,0

10�6�
0

/
p
Hz

Take data for time   :t



Resonant: readout circuit

LLp
Li

M

C
R

Δω

irreducible resistance 
(resistance in series rather 

than parallel)

Q =
1

R

r
LT

C

black box: match circuit 
bandwidth to signal

New source of noise: thermal noise in pickup RLC circuit

LT = Lp + Li



Resonant: noise

LLp
Li

M

C
R

Δω

Can show thermal noise dominates at 0.1 K up to Q = 108

{
doesn’t affect  
S/N analysis

I

�I

S1/2
I =

r
4kBT

R



Resonant: S/N and sensitivity
PS = Q

0

ma�2

pickup

2LT
, PN = kBT

r
ma

2⇡t
e�fold

energy stored 
in tank circuit

each e-fold of frequency 
scanned for equal time

=) sensitivity to 

improves at high masses improves at low temp

PS/PN = 1

ga�� > 9.0⇥ 10�17 GeV�1

✓
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ma
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Broadband and resonant reach

With same experimental parameters,  
broadband for low frequencies, resonant for high frequencies

Q = 106
5T, 1 m: 

can build 
tomorrow!

IAXO

quasistatic 
cutoff

{ ADMX

QCD axion

1 year total measurement time

1/f noise

[Irwin et al. currently developing optimal readout combining both strategies]



Comparison to existing proposals
ADMX

Thomas/Cabrera/Sikivie LC circuit

CASPEr
3

SQUID

pickup

loop

~Bext

~M

~E⇤

FIG. 1: Geometry of the experiment. The applied magnetic field ~B
ext

is colinear with the sample magnetization, ~M . The
e↵ective electric field in the crystal ~E⇤ is perpendicular to ~B

ext

. The SQUID pickup loop is arranged to measure the transverse
magnetization of the sample.

schemes have been shown to suppress broadening due to chemical shifts and increase T2 substantially [51]. T2 in
excess of 10 s or even 1000 s has been achieved in other materials, for example [51, 53, 54].

A material with a crystal structure with broken inversion symmetry at the site of the high-Z atoms is necessary
for generation of a large e↵ective electric field E⇤, which is proportional to the displacement of the heavy atom from
the centro-symmetric position in the unit cell [39]. In a ferroelectric, this displacement can be switched by an applied
voltage, however, given the oscillating nature of the ALP-induced signal, it may not be necessary to modulate this
displacement, in which case any polar crystal can be used. For ferroelectric PbTiO3, the e↵ective electric field is
E⇤ ⇡ 3 ⇥ 108 V/cm [41]. For other materials, where polarization is permanent, this may be higher by a factor of a
few. A detailed discussion of the requirements for the sample material is in the Supplemental Materials.

The measurement procedure is as follows. The sample is repolarized after every time interval T1. Then the
applied magnetic field is set to a fixed value, which must be controlled to a precision equal to the fractional width
of the resonance. The magnetic field value determines the ALP frequency to which the experiment is sensitive. The
transverse magnetization is measured as a function of time with fixed applied magnetic field. We call a measurement
at a given value of magnetic field “a shot.” The total integration time at any one magnetic field value, tshot, is set
by the requirement that an O(1) range of frequencies is scanned in 3 years. If T2 is longer than the ALP coherence

time ⌧a, then when searching at frequency ma
c2

~ the width of the frequency band is ⇡ 10�6 ma
c2

~ . If T2 is shorter

than ⌧a then the width of the frequency band is ⇠ ⇡
T
2

. Thus we take tshot =
108s

min(106,
mac2T

2

⇡~ )
. Using the magnetization

measurements taken over tshot the power in the relevant frequency band around 2µB
ext

~ is found. The applied magnetic
field is then changed to the next frequency bin and the procedure is repeated. The signal of an ALP would be excess
power in a range of magnetic fields (ALP frequencies). If multiple ALPs existed they would appear as multiple spikes
at di↵erent frequencies.

Note that at the lowest frequencies . T�1
2 the resonance is broadened significantly so that an O(1) range of

frequencies is covered in any given frequency bin. In this regime one may use any of the established techniques
searching for static nuclear EDMs but with short sampling times . ~

mac2
, then look for an oscillating signal in the

data.
This search for a time varying EDM is substantially di↵erent from searches for a static EDM using solid state

systems. In searching for a static EDM, it is necessary to separate the energy shift induced by the EDM from other
systematic e↵ects. This is accomplished by searching for energy shifts that modulate linearly with the applied electric
field in the sample. However, the modulation of the electric field can induce additional systematic shifts in the system
that occur at that modulation frequency, competing with the static EDM signal [49]. This is not the case for a time
varying EDM. The ALP induced EDM oscillates at a frequency set by fundamental physics and leads to observable
e↵ects in a system whose parameters are static. The time variation provides the handle necessary to separate this
signal from other systematic energy shifts and the signal can be detected without the need for additional handles such
as electric field reversals. This eliminates the systematic problems encountered by solid state static EDM searches
such as the dissipation e↵ects in the solid material associated with electric field reversals [49].
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Our pickup is in zero-field region, 
advantages at low frequencies 

with broadband readout

Complementary: we measure coupling to  
photons instead of nuclear EDMs, 
probe QCD axion for                   .

Complementary: we probe  
lower masses with  

volume enhancement fa < MGUT
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Interesting physics with first-stage experiment!

(1 month data-taking)
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Dark photon applications
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Try detecting B-field with broadband strategy?
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Broadband dark photon reach
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FIG. 1: Estimated sensitivity for hidden-photon dark matter searches with LC-oscillators. The blue regions show the
expected reach with the setups described in section V. The pale blue dashed line shows the improvement in reach
that can be potentially achieved by multiplexing many detectors within one coherence length. See section VI for more
details. Hidden photons cannot make up all of the dark matter in the tan-shaded region [15], and are excluded entirely
by various constraints in the gray shaded regions [21, 29, 44]. The narrow brown bands around GHz frequencies show
the approximate region excluded by the ADMX experiment [15].

Given this intuition, one general scheme for detecting hidden-photon dark matter is to place a resonant
electromagnetic detector inside an electromagnetic shield. The hidden-photon field will penetrate the shield
and can weakly excite the detector. An important subtlety in such setups is the e↵ect of the shield itself
on the detected signal. While the hidden photon will not be blocked by the shield, it will nevertheless move
charges in it, and their motion will in turn create new electromagnetic fields inside the shield. These fields
have the potential to cancel the signal from the hidden photon itself, and so it is essential to treat the e↵ect
of the shield carefully.

In this paper, we propose a setup in which the detector is a tunable high-Q LC circuit coupled to a SQUID
magnetometer or parametric amplifier. This setup will allow sensitivity to hidden-photon dark matter over
an enormous range of masses. The estimated reach of this setup is shown in figure 1. We motivate and outline
this setup in section IV, and present the signal size expected after accounting for the e↵ect of the shielding
(which is treated carefully in appendix A). In section V we outline preliminary designs for implementing
this concept over a wide range of frequencies, from ⇠ 100Hz to ⇠THz. This includes considerations of the
resonator design, readout architecture, and dominant noise sources. In section VI we present the estimated
sensitivity of these setups to hidden-photon dark matter. Finally, we conclude in section VII. First, however,
we proceed in section III with a more detailed discussion of hidden-photon dark matter itself.

broadband  
readout

[Chaudhuri et al.,  
1411.7382]
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FIG. 1: Estimated sensitivity for hidden-photon dark matter searches with LC-oscillators. The blue regions show the
expected reach with the setups described in section V. The pale blue dashed line shows the improvement in reach
that can be potentially achieved by multiplexing many detectors within one coherence length. See section VI for more
details. Hidden photons cannot make up all of the dark matter in the tan-shaded region [15], and are excluded entirely
by various constraints in the gray shaded regions [21, 29, 44]. The narrow brown bands around GHz frequencies show
the approximate region excluded by the ADMX experiment [15].

Given this intuition, one general scheme for detecting hidden-photon dark matter is to place a resonant
electromagnetic detector inside an electromagnetic shield. The hidden-photon field will penetrate the shield
and can weakly excite the detector. An important subtlety in such setups is the e↵ect of the shield itself
on the detected signal. While the hidden photon will not be blocked by the shield, it will nevertheless move
charges in it, and their motion will in turn create new electromagnetic fields inside the shield. These fields
have the potential to cancel the signal from the hidden photon itself, and so it is essential to treat the e↵ect
of the shield carefully.

In this paper, we propose a setup in which the detector is a tunable high-Q LC circuit coupled to a SQUID
magnetometer or parametric amplifier. This setup will allow sensitivity to hidden-photon dark matter over
an enormous range of masses. The estimated reach of this setup is shown in figure 1. We motivate and outline
this setup in section IV, and present the signal size expected after accounting for the e↵ect of the shielding
(which is treated carefully in appendix A). In section V we outline preliminary designs for implementing
this concept over a wide range of frequencies, from ⇠ 100Hz to ⇠THz. This includes considerations of the
resonator design, readout architecture, and dominant noise sources. In section VI we present the estimated
sensitivity of these setups to hidden-photon dark matter. Finally, we conclude in section VII. First, however,
we proceed in section III with a more detailed discussion of hidden-photon dark matter itself.

broadband  
readout

[Chaudhuri et al.,  
1411.7382]

Assume                               , 1 year running as with axions 
(energy conservation)

�SQUID = 0.025�B
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FIG. 1: Estimated sensitivity for hidden-photon dark matter searches with LC-oscillators. The blue regions show the
expected reach with the setups described in section V. The pale blue dashed line shows the improvement in reach
that can be potentially achieved by multiplexing many detectors within one coherence length. See section VI for more
details. Hidden photons cannot make up all of the dark matter in the tan-shaded region [15], and are excluded entirely
by various constraints in the gray shaded regions [21, 29, 44]. The narrow brown bands around GHz frequencies show
the approximate region excluded by the ADMX experiment [15].

Given this intuition, one general scheme for detecting hidden-photon dark matter is to place a resonant
electromagnetic detector inside an electromagnetic shield. The hidden-photon field will penetrate the shield
and can weakly excite the detector. An important subtlety in such setups is the e↵ect of the shield itself
on the detected signal. While the hidden photon will not be blocked by the shield, it will nevertheless move
charges in it, and their motion will in turn create new electromagnetic fields inside the shield. These fields
have the potential to cancel the signal from the hidden photon itself, and so it is essential to treat the e↵ect
of the shield carefully.

In this paper, we propose a setup in which the detector is a tunable high-Q LC circuit coupled to a SQUID
magnetometer or parametric amplifier. This setup will allow sensitivity to hidden-photon dark matter over
an enormous range of masses. The estimated reach of this setup is shown in figure 1. We motivate and outline
this setup in section IV, and present the signal size expected after accounting for the e↵ect of the shielding
(which is treated carefully in appendix A). In section V we outline preliminary designs for implementing
this concept over a wide range of frequencies, from ⇠ 100Hz to ⇠THz. This includes considerations of the
resonator design, readout architecture, and dominant noise sources. In section VI we present the estimated
sensitivity of these setups to hidden-photon dark matter. Finally, we conclude in section VII. First, however,
we proceed in section III with a more detailed discussion of hidden-photon dark matter itself.

Complementary to high-frequency LC readout

broadband  
readout

[Chaudhuri et al.,  
1411.7382]

Assume                               , 1 year running as with axions 
(energy conservation)

�SQUID = 0.025�B



Resonant: bandwidth matching
vDM = 10�3 =) intrinsic signal bandwidth:
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= 10�6

Intrinsic LC circuit bandwidth: �!LC

!
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Q

have to wait at  
least one cycle:

Can potentially use “black box” (e.g. feedback damping) 
to broaden bandwidth without decreasing Q: 

take Q = 106* but larger may be possible
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Broadband non-resonant! 6=

Q is not an appropriate variable 
to describe a purely inductive circuit
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Origin of SQUID noise

398 Claudia D. Tesche and John Clarke 

2. C O M P U T E R  M O D E L  FOR C U R R E N T  NOISE IN 
THE dc S Q U I D  

Our model for the isolated dc SQUID consists of two resistively 
shunted Josephson tunnel junctions 5 mounted on a superconducting ring 
(Fig. 1). This model was discussed in detail in an earlier paper3; here, we 
restrict the discussion to a symmetric SQUID with a loop inductance L, and 
with critical current I0 and shunt resistance R per junction. As before, we 
neglect the junction capacitance. The SQUID is biased at a constant current 
I and threaded by an applied flux r The voltage across the SQUID is V, 
and the current around the SQUID is J. The phase differences across the 
junctions are 61 and 62. The Johnson noise generated in the shunt resistors is 
modeled by the noise voltages VN1 and VN2. We use the following dimen- 
sionless units: voltage v in units of IoR ; currents i and/' in units of I0; flux 4~ 
in units of the flux quantum; and time 0 in units of ~o/2rdoR.  We define 
fl = 2LIo/C~o. It is straightforward to show that the dimensionless SQUID 
equations are 3 

and 

f = (61 --  t~2 --  27r~ba)/~'fl 

v =  89 + 89 

d&/dO = ~ i - i - s i n  & + VN~ 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

dS2/dO =  89 +j - s i n  t~ 2 -I-/-)N2 (4) 

We solve these equations numerically on a computer  by integrating the 
phases in Eqs. (2) and (3) stepwise in time. For brevity we confine our 

I 
 9 

R L /  L/Z R V 

Fig. 1. Model  for  the isolated symmetr ic  dc 
SQUID. Junction shunt resistance introduces thermal noise:

SV ⇡ 16kBTR SJ ⇡ 11kBT/R

always subdominant 
in resonant circuit 

(suppressed by narrow bandwidth)



Inductance matching
N loops 

in parallel:

Lp = r(ln(8r/�)� 2)

L
loop

⇠ N�1/2Lp

�
loop

⇠ N�1�
tot

. .
. . . .

. . .

Could also use “pie-slice” loops (fractional-turn magnetometer), 
or slitted sheath as in 1411.7382

=) Le↵ ⇠ N�1/2Lp



Resonant: feedback damping
Trick from SQUID magnetometry: 

can widen bandwidth without increasing thermal noise

H.C. Seton et al. /Magnetic Resonance Materials in Physics, Bioh~gy and Medicine 8 (1999) 116-120 117 
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Fig. 1. The tuned SQUID magnetometer with a flux-locked loop output stage and coil-damping feedback loop. 

which linearises the flux-to-voltage transfer function 
[12]. Signals can be introduced to the SQUID by means 
of a Superconducting input coil, which is tightly cou- 
pled to the device loop via a mutual inductance, M~. By 
changing the current through the input coil a flux 
change is generated which the SQUID and flux-locking 
electronics convert to an output voltage change. An 
external pick-up coil can be connected across the 
SQUID input coil to form a magnetometer. At frequen- 
cies above a few kHz, the highest field resolution is 
achieved by series tuning the pick-up coil and the 
SQUID's input coil to the frequency of interest [9-11]. 

2. Instrumentation 

We have used the tuned input configuration, shown 
in Fig. 1, together with a low noise liquid helium 
cryostat to produce a small scale MRI receiver with a 
field resolution of <0.1 f T / H z  1/2 at 0.01 T [13]. The 
signal from the cooled coil is amplified using a commer- 
cial DC SQUID (type SQDI020, Conductus, CA). The 
device has a flux noise level, qby, of 3 x 10 - 6  (I)o/Hz U2 
and the mutual inductance between the pick-up coil 
and the SQUID loop, Mi, is 10 nil. Simple calculation, 
using the expression IN = ~N/Mi, shows that the equiv- 
alent current noise of this device referred to the input 
coil, IN, should be approximately 0.6 pA/Hz 1/2. This is 
approximately a factor of 200 smaller than the current 
noise due to the input circuit dissipation, Ri, shown in 
Fig. t. A full noise analysis should also include induc- 
tively coupled loss contributions from the cryostat, the 
sample and conducting structures in the MRI system 
[13]. 

2.1. Pick-up coil design 

We have tested three receiver coil geometries for use 
with the SQUID amplifier. Fig. 2a) shows a simple loop 
which responds to field components along the x-axis. 

This coil provides the best image uniformity of the 
three but, unless it is positioned at the exact centre of 
the imaging volume, the Q-factor drops as a result of 
inductive coupling with the room temperature coils. 
This adds 300 K noise to the 4.2 K receiver and so 
reduces the SNR. The coil's far field axial response falls 
off as l/x ~ and this relatively slow reduction results in 
a high susceptibility to RF interference from distant 
sources. The simple loop receiver coil can, therefore, 
usually only be used inside a Faraday shield [13]. 

Gradiometer coil designs potentially allow images to 
be collected with reduced RF shielding. Fig. 2b) shows 
a first order axial gradiometer. Here two simple loops 
are wound in opposite senses about a common axis. 
separated by a baseline distance b. This coil responds to 
first order field gradients of the form OB,./Ox but has 
zero reponse to uniform fields, including interference 
produced by distant signal sources, since the EMFs 
induced in the two loops by a uniform field cancel. On 
the other hand, the x-component of the field produced 
by a rotating dipole source placed close to the lower, 
sensing loop, induces unequal EMFs in the two loops, 
so that a net signal results. A disadvantage of this coil 
configuration is that the cancelling loop can increase 
the coupling with the imager's room temperature coils, 
which then adds excessive 300 K noise to the system. In 
our small scale system it is possible to position the 
gradiometer in such a way as to null this lossy interac- 

X 

a) b) c) 

Fig. 2. The different coil geometries used with the SQUID-based 
receiver: a) simple loop b) first order axial gradiometer and c) first 
order planar gradiometer (figure-of-eight coil). 

decreases loaded Q, 
but not part of resonant circuit 

so no additional noise

[Seton et al. Mag. Res. Mat. 1999]
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which linearises the flux-to-voltage transfer function 
[12]. Signals can be introduced to the SQUID by means 
of a Superconducting input coil, which is tightly cou- 
pled to the device loop via a mutual inductance, M~. By 
changing the current through the input coil a flux 
change is generated which the SQUID and flux-locking 
electronics convert to an output voltage change. An 
external pick-up coil can be connected across the 
SQUID input coil to form a magnetometer. At frequen- 
cies above a few kHz, the highest field resolution is 
achieved by series tuning the pick-up coil and the 
SQUID's input coil to the frequency of interest [9-11]. 

2. Instrumentation 

We have used the tuned input configuration, shown 
in Fig. 1, together with a low noise liquid helium 
cryostat to produce a small scale MRI receiver with a 
field resolution of <0.1 f T / H z  1/2 at 0.01 T [13]. The 
signal from the cooled coil is amplified using a commer- 
cial DC SQUID (type SQDI020, Conductus, CA). The 
device has a flux noise level, qby, of 3 x 10 - 6  (I)o/Hz U2 
and the mutual inductance between the pick-up coil 
and the SQUID loop, Mi, is 10 nil. Simple calculation, 
using the expression IN = ~N/Mi, shows that the equiv- 
alent current noise of this device referred to the input 
coil, IN, should be approximately 0.6 pA/Hz 1/2. This is 
approximately a factor of 200 smaller than the current 
noise due to the input circuit dissipation, Ri, shown in 
Fig. t. A full noise analysis should also include induc- 
tively coupled loss contributions from the cryostat, the 
sample and conducting structures in the MRI system 
[13]. 

2.1. Pick-up coil design 

We have tested three receiver coil geometries for use 
with the SQUID amplifier. Fig. 2a) shows a simple loop 
which responds to field components along the x-axis. 

This coil provides the best image uniformity of the 
three but, unless it is positioned at the exact centre of 
the imaging volume, the Q-factor drops as a result of 
inductive coupling with the room temperature coils. 
This adds 300 K noise to the 4.2 K receiver and so 
reduces the SNR. The coil's far field axial response falls 
off as l/x ~ and this relatively slow reduction results in 
a high susceptibility to RF interference from distant 
sources. The simple loop receiver coil can, therefore, 
usually only be used inside a Faraday shield [13]. 

Gradiometer coil designs potentially allow images to 
be collected with reduced RF shielding. Fig. 2b) shows 
a first order axial gradiometer. Here two simple loops 
are wound in opposite senses about a common axis. 
separated by a baseline distance b. This coil responds to 
first order field gradients of the form OB,./Ox but has 
zero reponse to uniform fields, including interference 
produced by distant signal sources, since the EMFs 
induced in the two loops by a uniform field cancel. On 
the other hand, the x-component of the field produced 
by a rotating dipole source placed close to the lower, 
sensing loop, induces unequal EMFs in the two loops, 
so that a net signal results. A disadvantage of this coil 
configuration is that the cancelling loop can increase 
the coupling with the imager's room temperature coils, 
which then adds excessive 300 K noise to the system. In 
our small scale system it is possible to position the 
gradiometer in such a way as to null this lossy interac- 
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Dominance of thermal 
noise in resonant circuit
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Other noise sources
• Shielding noise: can reduce with  

superconducting shield  

• Current noise: probably minimal if current-  
carrying wires are superconducting, but  
may contribute small azimuthal current. Can  
reduce with clever toroid winding, or envelop  
toroid in overlapping superconducting shield  

• 1/f SQUID noise: dominant below 50 Hz, worse  
at low temperatures, maybe mitigate with  
modulation?


